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La; J+m be an open, connectec!, t; &mensional PL manifold with a kngIe end, df*aoted 
by -, in this setting, the concept crf ;:i pseud; spine is defined and seveiaf theorems ~lte 
Etated :&ting it to the concept of a !;pine for W. It is shown that the existence of a pseudo 
sptie for W is related tcr the hsmotqly properties of a neighborhood system of the end 08. 
Using the concept of a pseudo spine, an embedding ?heorem in the m&stable range for 
open manifolds is statall whicj.1 gcIlerit&es an analogous but stronger embedding theouem 
for compact manifolds. Aa unknottirig result for open manifolds is also given. 
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open manifold 
1. Introduction 
Let Wm be an open rirl-dimensional PL manifold. The closed PL sub- 
space X of W is said to be 2 rphe o,fi~r W provided that in z;ome triangu- 
lation of W, with X as a. subcompl sx, Mf is homeomoiphic, fixing X, to 
the interior of 2 second eked nt::ig,h+=hsod of X: For a treatment of 
the properties of derived neighborhoods in the noncompact case see [2]. 
In [ 51 Skbenmann gives n.ecessar:q and sufficient conditions that 2 given 
codimension -3 subcomple:c of an i>pezrl manifold Wm be a spine for IV, 
provided m 3 5. The existence of a (connected) codimenGon 3 spine 
for cv’ implies certain homotopy or )ndi tions on the necessarily unique 
end for IV. The homotopy conditiIBns on the end sappear tobe ircsuffi- 
cient assumptions to guaranl:ee th existence of a spine for W. They do, 
however, lesd naturally to 2 useful. description of IV as a monotone 
union of iompact subm;ani folds. This description is the moiivation fox 
the definition of A pseudo ic-q&e for JV. 
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In Secticn 2 WE: &scribe the bas’ic homotopy properties of a pseudo 
spine which are then used in Section 3 to prove Theorem 3.1 n Theorem 
3.1 is a partial generalization of an CmbbdCing theorem for compact 
manifolds (see [3, Theorem 8.21) Ito the noncompact case. T 
other theorems concerning embeddings of open manifolds o 
author is aware are contained in [ I ] and [4]. These theore 
viewed as partial generalizations of [ 3, Theorem 8.11 to the noncompact . 
case. 
Section 4 contains the statemts.nt of sn unknottingresult which follows 
from a modified version of Theorem 3. i and the concordance implies iso- 
topy results, of [$I. 
A11 work is done in the piecewise linear category, and the prefix PL 
will be omitted. [ 3 ] and [ 91 serve as basic references. The abbreviation 
int and symbol a are used to represent interior and boundary respectively. 
2. E%eudo x+spi%le 
Throughout he remainder of thie paper, W will denote an .m-dimen- 
sional, open, counected manifold with a si.ngle nd denoted by 00. 
efhition 2.1. A pseudo k-spine for W is a sequence {Mi)~ of compact, 
connected, m-dimensional submanifolds of W such that the following 
hold: 
(1) w= blM,; 
(2) Mi C intMi+l; 
(3) Mi collapses to Mi 1 U Ki for each i 3 1, where Ki is a k-dimen- 
sional complex in int M,meeting Mi_~ in a (k - I)-dimensional subcom- 
plex Of aMi 1. ’ 
Except when noted otherwise, MOis defined to be the empty set; 
hence the d&iiGiion of pseudo k-spine requires that M, have a k-spine. 
The sequence ~Vi>~ of connected, open subsets of W is a neighbor- 
hood system of the end 00 provided W- Ui is compact for each i and 
Ui = 0. For a general discussion of ends of manifolds see [6$, ch. 1 
e~~it~~~ 2.2. The st&ment n.( IV, =) = 0 for j < k means that there 
exists a neighborhood system {pi 1; of 00 such that, for each i, 
Vj(W, Uj)=OfOrjG k. 
261: 
If W is the interior oi al compact manifold M with nonempty boundary, 
then it is easy to see that IQ(W~ 00) = 0 for j G k if and only: if x&M, &W) = 0 
forp’< k. 
In tr,is section we prop: the following theorem, which provides tfle 
asic conm ,.:tion betweer$. Definitio%Is 2.1 and 2*2. Throughout thle free 
mainder of he paper it is assumed that pn 3 6. T 
Before proving Thlsorer 1 2.3 we state and prove some preliminary 
results which are used in i .s proof. 
Proof. Since N is a regular neighborhood of L, N-L = ifNX [0, 1); hence 
M-L deformation retract ; to iC! - int NY so y(M -4, M - int IV) = 8 for 
each j. Using the exact ho1 notopy sequence of the triple ?IM C M- int N c 
M-L, one has 
xj(M -. int I\?, an/.;‘) = IT&M-L, aM) 
for each I. Thus it suf’fices to S.~OW &at ni(M-L, i)M) = 0 for ;i G m-k-- 1. 
Let [a] represent an elemc,:nt of r$M-L, aM) for j < WZ-&- 1. By a 
general position .homIr>:opylr of M -C fixed on &!I!, one may assume that 
a(BI)nK=0sincl:i:ck’andi+k-m~-l.ButMm~”aM>(:[Cb,1), 
hence Q is homotopic rel a R3 to a map into b,lW; hence [a] = 0. !I3 
. 
Remark 2.5: Lemma 2.4 is true in the special case that L := (8, the proof 
being simpler since N = 0. 
Let (M., }I;” demnote a sequence of compact submanifolds of Wm such 
that i W-‘?$ ) is a neighborhood syskm of OQ, : a 
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oaf. Suppose {Mi) is a pseudo! k-spine for W. Since Mi collapses to 
M i-1 u Ki, 
Mi-(M,_, uKi)r aMi X[ O,l~. 
Using general position as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, one has that the 
inclusion-induced map of w/(M~ - (Mi__, u K$, aMi) into Rm(Mi - int Mi_ 17 
aMi)is onto forj< m-k-l.But n.(l'Mi-(Mi IbKi), dj)= 0 
j;hence n;.(Mi- int Mi_r, aMi) = 0 t6rj~ m-k- 1. 
r each 
Conversely, suppose for each i > 2, ~~(Mi - int Mi, 1, aMi) = 0 for 
j< m-k- 1. Suppose m-k- 1 == 0. Then applying [3, Lemma 4.3, p.2341 
we can conclude that there is a handle body decomposition of Mi -int Mi_1 
along aMi without any O-handles. This ensures that the dual decomposi- 
tion along aMi- has only handles of dimension < IPI- 1. Hence 
M. - intMi l collapses to aMi_r UKi, wheredimKi< m-1 = kand 
d&i(K+M,_,)Gm--2=k-1. 
If m-k- 1 =l, then one first applies [ 3, Lemma 4.31 and the:n [3, 
Lemma 8.1, p. 2451 to conclude that there is a ha body decoamposi- 
tion of M. - int .‘M,_ t along aMi without any 
Then, as i!n the previous case, Mi - int Mi 
O-han s and l-handles. 
l collapses to 3Mi_l w Ki with 
dimKiGm-2=kanddim(KinVMii ,)Gm-3=k-1. 
If na - k - 1 > 2, then by [3, Lemmas 4.3,8.1] together with [ 3, 
Theorem 7.3, p. 2391 there is a handle body decomposition as be pore 
without atl.y handles of dimensio.il < m - k- Y . ‘4s in the previous ;ituE.- 
tions, the dual decomposit:on al ong aM,__, has no handles of dirnc nsicn 
>k and the desired conclusion follows as in the other cases. 
The only remaining question iz$: dcles 
imply that M 
7f$M1 , aM, ) = 0 for j < m -- k - 1 
has a k-spine? (Recall t.hat M, == 0.) To see that the answer 
is yes, let M, enote an m-cell ilr the interior ol'M1. Then q(Ml, ilM,) = 0 
for j < m - k- 1 implies n$M1 - intJ+,,i)M1)=:OforjGnr-k-l soas 
above M, collapses to M, u K, , l~hich collapse ; to K, u C(K, fd all, ). 
ir&cre C(X) denotes the cone over X. Since dim (Kr r7aMo) < k,-- i , we 
have dim (K1 u C(Kr n aM,)) G k. o 
2.7. The PI, analogue of [6, Theorem ‘2. ‘i] implies that 1~0 always 
as a neighborhood system CUi } with each pi a t onnected manil’o .d vrith 
connected boundary. Since W is connected, Mi = ‘a/-- ui is contxl;tsd for 
each i. 
airrfi) = 
is connected, alad SO vO (Mi -in 
2.6 one can con Aude that W ah ays 
has a pseudo (m - 1 )-spine. 
roof. It suffices to ob:;lerve that Mi collapses to Mi_, U I$, which them 
collapses to Mi_2 U hi_ I U K U Li, w!mere Li is a subcomplex of dime+ 
sion <k arising from the trac;. of Ki n aMi_r in the collapse of’ Ikli_l to 
Mi_2 lJ iY. I-1’ 0 
Proposition 2.9. If IV has a k+pinr? for k < m -3, the)1 it has a pseudo 
k-spine. 
Proof. Let K be a kswdimensiol la1spine for W, and assume 1W has been 
‘riangulated with K’ a fwll sub complex. 
Let N denote a dlerived nei: $borhood of K.. Since X is a spine for W,, 
it su!‘fices to show that int N 1a.s apseudo k-sip.i,n.e. L tf : iV -+ [ 0, 1 .I be 
a linea: map such that .I ‘-I (0) = K and<-‘(l) = i$N, 1 &et (.A:i >‘,:” lb~~ a 
sequence ol’ cornpa&, connec ted, ful! ~ubcomp.lexe:s of K with the pro]?_ 
erties that X =* UKi and; Ki C lnitK K, 1 . IFOr each i le !I ‘“‘i = 1 - 1 A$ -i- ‘I ), 
and let Mi Aenore the simplic al! neigh’bilDrhood of K. n the ca~SiloniclaJ_ 
triangulation of the der=ived n zig 
Mi C int Mi+l 
borhelod f-l1 [ 0, If] , i\rkerr in t A! = !,JA%$ 
and 1I’i ix< a reglelar neighbcrhood OP KI:. ,~Ipplyi~~lg ‘L~KuI~~ 
2.4 to this situation1 gives for ztch i 2 P 9 
‘j C”i - int nrli_ E , i ,ttfi) = 0 for j 6: rr* ,, - i _ 
Applying the second! part of 1,emma Z.6 shows “‘0 be il pseulo 
k-spine. 0 
Proof of Theorem ZS3. Let {M,. 17 denok a ps !; ?I) k-spinle for W. By 
the definiti#Dn of psr:udo k-sp,ne, M, h.;~ i: k-qn. .K 1 . AIpplyi ng lLemm 
2.4 with M, = J4, A’, 
Let U, 
= KS L :: 8, one h,as YQ@I~ I ij WI ) = 0 for j 6 nz --k*-- 11 
&XI ni(,W, U, ) = 0 for j 6 m - ,J% - - 1. NOW ilet t be a14 
integer 2x2. Lemma 2.8 says I hat {Mi lry is ;a pswdk k-spine f& W. ‘IlYh~s 
M, has a k-spine. k = W- -AJZ~. Repeating the at:rg Imerit given for .I!d, 
for M,, one has T$ ,J’, CT/) = 0 br j <i m - k - I 2’5~s there is a ne:lghbr:na 
hood.sys.tem ( Ui }T of ~?i) = C *I’0 r each j G ??l - k--a 1 ,
which gives rj( W, 00:) = 
Conversely, suppose jr/ W, mb) =0 for j GE m - k - - ‘; < n;t - 3. 
first show that it sul?ficles to f ivld a uence IMi } *r IDf colmp;act mdimm- 
sional submanifolds of W wit I W *= ‘pi, Mi, C int Mi 1 alrkd M 
spine. Let {,‘Mi }y b:= SLICK a 5 equence. For each i 3.3 1, let pi =: 
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Fti~t, Lemma 2.4 applied to Mi with L = @ gives n;.(Mi, aMi> = 0 for 
j G m-k- 1.. Using the exact homotopy sequence of the trip 
Ni c Ml, one concludes that ~j(N~, aMi) z ni+l (Mi, Ni) forj G jzt- k- 2. 
Since Mi-Ni=intMi 1, one can use general position and the fact that 
Mi I has a k-spine to ihow that ~i+~ (Mp Ni) = 0 for j < m-- k- 2 and 
he.nse?r.(N,,aM.)=Oforj<m-k-2.ButrecallthatNi=ndi-intM,__1, 
SO by Lgmma 2.& (Mi } is a pseudo (k+ Qspine for W. 
In order to show the existence of the sequence {Mi ) hypothesized in 
the previous paragraph it suffices to show that each compact subset of 
W is contained in the interior of a compact submanifold of W which has 
a k-spine. Let X denote 2 compact subset of W. Since R.(W, =) = 0 for 
j&m- k- 1, there is an open subset U of W such that E/- W is compact, 
X n U= 8 and ?r.(W, II) = 0 for j $ m-k- 1. By [3, Theorem 7.43 there 
is a homeomorp L ism h : W + W such that I; C h(U), where L denotes 
the dual (m--k-- 1)-skeleton of a triangulation K of’ W; hence h(X) n L = Q). 
Using the join structure between L and the k-skeleton J of iY we construct 
an isotopy fr : W + W, fixed on J U E, such that h(X) c fi (NtJ", K")). 
Since X is compact, there is a connected, finite subcomplex J, of J such 
that h(X) C fi (N(J;, K”)). Let M = h-l fi (N(J,", K")). But X c M and 
h-l (J, ) is a k-spine for M. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. o 
We complete this section with the following brief outline; of the con- 
struction of an open manifold W of dimension 7 with one end 00 such 
that nl( W, 00) = 0 for i < 3 and W cannot have a pseudo j-spine for j < 4. 
This shows that Theorem 2.3 is the best possible result and that the 
existence of a pseudo k-spine for W implies a stronger homotopy condi- 
tion on the en13 QD thait the condition a.(W, 00) = ii for j 6 m-k- i. 
L.et C, denote an embetlded copy o i S3 in S7, with D, clenoting a 
regular neighborhood of 2 l in Sq and E, denoting cl (S7 - D j. D, and 
E, are each homeomorphic to S3 X B4 since unknots in S 3 . 
Now let I3, denote a copy of S3 in int D, h that I=, represents 
two times the generator of 7r3 (Dr ) (see [ 3, Corollary 8, 1.23 ). Li;t 3, 
denote a regular neighborhood of 2, in int Dr. Then i,(a,) = 2a1, 
where crl , a2 denote respectively the generators of n3 (D, ), g3 (DZ ), and 
i, the inclusion-induced homomorphism. 
In a standard way one iterates this process to construct a sequence 
of subsets D,, D,, D,, . . . of S7 such that the following hold: 
(UD, = S3XB4 foreachiandZk =cl(S’-DE:)yS3XB4; 
(2) Bk.& 
(3)X= k is a 3~Amensional compactum; 
(4) if ak denotes the ; generator of z3 <Dk ), th(i:n i, (cwk) = ‘!ar, __ 
k 3 2, i denoting the ir clttsion induced map. 
p for 
Let $ = S7 .__ X =: r= t Ek a* Let Ck = Dk -X. W has a single end, de- 
noled by 00, and {Ck ) g VIE a neighborhood sysl:em of 00. For each k the 
Howing hold : 
(5) r&W, IV-- int Ck) = 7rj(Ek, aEk) = 0 for/G 3: , 
(6) n,(Dk, Lji+l ) ?t: 0 for each k; 
(7) i, : n&, Ck+&+ r3(Dk, DR+I) is auto; hence nJICk, C&) # 0. 
3. operty (5) shows that rj( W, 00) = 0 for j < 3. Iking the relative Hure- 
wicz: isomorphkm and e scision, one has ?rJ (C,, Ck+; ) = g3 (Ek+ 1 - int ?;JR, 
aEk+l)’ Since q#$, Ck ;l># 0, Lemma 2.6 gives that {E, 17 is not a 
pseudo 3-spine for W. Finally, using the inverse limit system determined 
by { n3 (D, ), 1’* 3 one Gal: show that there does not exist a ‘neighborhood 
system Vk 1 VI,,, :> . . . DfXsuchthatn,,Wk-XP K,,---X)=Oforj<3; 
consequently, there doe:,, not exist a pseudo 3-spine for ML 
3. Embedding 
In this section we proIre the following embedding theorem. As in the 
previous sections, W” dt.notes an m-dimensional, open, connected mani- 
fold with m 3 6. Q4 den otes a q-dimensional manifold. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose f : Wm + QQ &‘a proper map of W in to Q, W has 
a pseudo I-spine with I G q - m- 1 and Q has a pseudo p-spi,ue with 
p < 2(q- m- 1). The-in $ !s properly J?omotopic to (zn embeddi’rg provided 
m < 3(q- 1). 
Proof. First assume, Mhout loss of generality, that f is a general position 
map (see [ 3, ch, IV] :I. TI iis assumption implies that the closure of the 
singular set off:+ denMed L!$ cf), has dimension < 2m - q. Lelt: {Mj]E be 
a pseudo Z-spine for W, a.,Id (Qi } T a pseudo p-spine for Q. As be:fore, M, 
is assumed to blr: empty s!nd likewise for Q . For each i > 1, let QF denote 
Qi together YJvit.lz a collar of aQ, in Qi+l - i”,t !2i. Note that {QT 11; is a 
pseudo p-spine for Q+ 
Suppose that for each integer i < k the following two properties hold: 
(1) f(A4i) c int Qi;, 
(2) f(W- int Mi) c Q--a,_,. 
(By the choice of M, am Q, , these properties hold for i < 0.) Since f is 
a proper fnap, there exist 3 it positive integer 12  f such that ,f( W’- int 
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Qk = 9. Since f((Mn ) is compact, there exists a positive integer r3’ > k 
such that fd(Mn ) C int Qn) . Let {$ } r denote the sequence 
“i 
( 
i for O<jG k, = 
n+j-1 for j> k+l, 
ana let {$I; bt: the sequence 
2 
i, = 
for WI< k, 
n'+Z-ll for Z> k+l. 
The subsequences (Mij ) and {Qil } satisfy properties 1 and 2 for 0 G j, 
I G R+ 1. By Lemma 2.8, each subsequence isa pseudo spine of the ap- 
propriate dimension. So by induction one may assume without loss of 
generality that the pseudo spines {Mi ) and {Qi 1 satisfy properties (1) 
and (2) for each nonnegative integer. 
Suppose that for the nonnegative integer k there is a map 
Vk : W X [0, k] + Q with the following properties: 
(3# =f; 
(4)S2.cHik)nMj=Q forO<j<k; 
(.C\fr\~t~ [j-l,j],H:IMi_l =H/ JMI l,~vhereOGjG k; 
(6j'ar eachO< t< k,H:(Mj)C Int Qj &I H:(W-Mj)C Q-Q]_1 
for each positive integer j. 
I@) ex.ists by construction of the sequences (Mi ) and {Q, ) ., Suppose 
that given fi one can construct a map Hk+l with the preceding proper- 
Ces. The;n by induction one can conclude the existence of a map 
H : W X [0, =) + Q such fhat if Hk denotes HI wx 
properties (3)-(6) for eat h positive integer k. De 
o kj , then H’ satisfies 
fc me H,(X) = urni,, pli(x). 
From the properties of 1ci it is straightforward to check that this limit 
exists and H, is a proper embedding of M into Q with H a proper homo- 
topy between f and H,. The inductive step follows. 
Suppose Hk is given. For convenience let g denote Hf. Then Sz (g) n 
Mk = Q]1, g(Mk+l) c int Qk+l and g(w - int 41,) c Q - Qk_1, thUS 
idaM,+,) = f&+l--f& 9 g(~&?)" Mk+$c &+I1 -&_y 
Applying [3, Lemma 7.81 with Q = Mk+l -Mk, x = s,(g) n A!!,,, , 
C = (d and r =: dim X = 2m-q, one h.as a compact polyhedron 
C’ c: ikl -Mk such that x C C’, I? collapses to aM,,, n C', and 
djlm &?&2-r;, + 1 provided “(Mk+z -Mk, a++, ) = 0 forj 4 2m-q. 
This condition follows from Lemma 2.6. 
Now let 
Since IQi) is a ps{eudo p-spj ne with p < 2(q ---VI - 1 ), the construction of 
Rand Ygives~j(R,V)=Of~rj<2m-q+1.Let 
Z is a closed PL 3ubspace of R of dimension yp2 and Z n k = Q. 
Rj(R,R-Z)=OBori$ 2m-,.g+2sincem<#(q-l).From theexact 
homotopy sequence of the t riple V C R -2 C .R orre cm conclude that 
ni(R-2, V) = 0 fori< 2m-q+ 1, Let 
X = g(C) n :int Q;; . 
BY construction of C’, &C’) R g(Mk) = 8 and g(C') n c?k_l = (6, SO X is 
a closed PL subsyace of R -X. Finally let 
Y =g(W-- intM.+l )nR =g(W-Mk+l)n V. 
:. 
Since& W--ir~tM,~+~ ) (1 Q- Qk, Y is a closed PL subspace of R. N’ow 
one can apply [ 3, Theckrem :’ . 41, making the identifications Q = R-Z, 
U = V, X = X and Y = K By f3, Theorem 7.41 (together with the remark 
following its proor? there exlists an isotopy ,,I$ : R - 2 + R -2 k-h that 
I$ (g(C)) C V and 8’h;3s compact support. Extend F by the identity to 
all of .Q; hence 
DefineK, =I;l+ l:~ gfor TV [O,l]. Let U=K,‘(Q-Q& Then 
( W -int Mk+l )d C' is czontai ned in U: Let AT be a regular neighborhood 
of (W - int Mk+ 1) U C’ in U. Since C’ collapses to C’ n aM,+, IV coE 
lapses to W - int A&+, , whit I implies 
N==(W-~~I:M~++J 6&$,,~[0,1]. . 
Thus W - int IV * ,Vk+.I. By Othe construction ofN, S,(K,) n (W-&9~‘)=@ 
and K,(N) c Q. -&. Let Lt W + W be an isotopy of W r;ch that L, = 1, 
L,I (W-Mk+l)U(W-u) = 1 and L , (Mk+]. ) = W - int N. L simply moves &+r 
onto W - rnt N along the pro duct structure between U&, and aA/. sow 
define Ht : W + (2 lby 
Observe that HtlM, = g,jM, f(:br eac!l t E 10, 1 ] and S2 (H, ) fl M,, 1 := 8’ 
The inductive step .is cc~mplet~:8 by d\;fining 
for I E [O,k] 
for tGz I/c; k+l] l 
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A straightforward but tedious check of the properties of HI for t E [ 0, 1 I
shows that Hk’l satisfies tbe necessary induc::ive conditions. 0 
Corolbry 3.2, Suppose I?( IV, =) = rjcl (Q, 00) =I: 0for j G 2na - q + 1. Then 
any proper map of IV into Q is homotopic to a,lz embedding provided 
m < W-- 1). 
Proof. Theorem 2.3 implies that W has a pseudo k-spine for k = q --m - 1 
and Q has a pseudo I-spine for I = 2(q -m - 1). ‘The result follows from 
Theorem 3.1. Cl 
Ren:ark 3.3. The restriction that q be in the metastable range with respect 
to m is a result of the technique of proof of Theorem 3.1. The author 
knows of no example to indicate that this restriction is necessary. 
4. Unknotting 
Let I denote the interval [ 0, 13. If X is a space and Q is a ma.nifold, a 
concordance of X in Q is an embedding F : X X I + Q X I such that 
F(Xx{i})CrQx{i} for.i=O, l.Fisfi.xedon I?fYGXandF(y,t)= 
(F&I& t) for all y in Y ard t in I. F is XO-allowabZe (or simply allowable) 
if,F’(QX{i})=XX{i) fori= 0, 1 andF1@QXI)=XOXI, whereXO 
is a closed subspace of X. Two embeddingsf, g : X + Q are allowai[uZy 
.concordant keeping Y fixed if there is aIn allowable concordance F of X 
into Q, fixed on I/, such that F0 = f and F, = g. 
.4n isotopy of X in Q is a concordance F of X in Q which is level pre- 
serving; that is, F(X X (t )) 5i Q X {t } for each t in I. An ambient iso- 
topy of Q is an isotopy H of Q onto Q with Ho == 10. Two embeddings 
J g : X + Q are ambient isotopic if there! is an ambient isotopy H of Q 
such that H, f = g. The space X is said to unknot in Q if every pair of 
homotlopic embeddings of X into Q is ambient isotopic. 
The following theorem is taken directly from [8]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let F : X X I+ Q X 1 be arz allowable concordaizce fi.red 
on Y, where X is a polyhedron, Y ti closed subpor’yhedfon, avd Q ti 
manifold. Let F--l (aQ X I) = X0X i with X0 C Y. If dim (2 - dim X > 3, 
then there is sn allowable ambient isotopy H of Q x /fixed on 
(QX{O])~(aQxl)uF(YxI)suchthatHIF=F~~l: Xxh+Qxl. 
The following theorem is the embedding result needed to apply 
Theorem 4. : %‘or an unknotting result. As before, Wm and @ are slpejz 
manifolds, without bcuncl.z~? c f dimension m and q respectively withi 
rlr z 6. 
.2. Suppose f : W x I -+ Q x I is a proper mab such that . 
f -' (Q X {i)) = W X {i) fey i = 0, 1 arid f is un embedding on Q neighbo,r- 
htr>od 01 W X {O, 1). Suppose W has a pseudo I-spine with I G q-m- 2 
acad Q has a pseudo p-spine with p G ‘L(q - m - 1) -- 1. Then f is pro,pe~ fy 
homotopic to an embedd&g wh kh agrees with f an W X {O, 1) it;-r’ovided 
m<%q--1. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3. I can be adapted with little change by 
lacing M, with M, :r{ I zsrld Q,; with Qk X I. The necessary engulfing 
in the inductive step can t&e pItice in (Mk+1 -Mk)) X (0, I) and in 
(int Qi - Qk 1 ) X (0,l) since Sz u) C IV X @,I). The open interval (0, $ .) 
is used to avsd aiteM{!; fon Mk..+ X {S, I } during the inductive step. The 
colinectivity conditional; necessary for engulfing follow as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 i Cl a. 
Corollary 4.3, Suppose ,farid g are propi r!y homotopic embeddings of 
W into Q. Suppose W h:w u pseuc:!o I-spirse with I 4 q -m - 2 and Q has 
a pseudo p-spine with pi < :3(q-- ,122 - 1) - 1. Then f is ambient isotopic 
to rr provided m < 3 (r’ - 1. 
Proof. Let H : W X I + Q be a proper hosnotopy between f and g wilth 
Ho =fandH1 =g. Defined? W >(I+ QXlby 
kf[, w, 0 
* i 
fortf-= [O,#), 
F(x, t) = (HI WV t) for t E [$, f ] , 
w[(&), W) ?a’ t E 1) ,$ ] ) 
where 2 is the function takitxg [# , $ ] liEearly onto [O, I] with I($ ) = 0. 
Applying Theorem 4.2, one can xplace F by a concordance wtic.h a,grees 
with F on W X (0,l). B;jl Theorem 4.1 with X = W and: if = 0, there iis an 
ambient isotopy between f ilnd g, tI 
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